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Abstra t

and ele tri [31℄ effe ts. Colossal paramgneti moments have been said to exist [18℄ for these stru tures, but remain un onrmed.
The idea of using multi-walled nanotubes as gigahertz os illators [8, 15℄ has been proposed. Hilder
et al. suggested employing single atom [19, 10℄ and
later C60 bu kyballs [9℄ as os illating parti les. Tribologi al properties [20℄ and main sour es of energy
dissipation [32℄ of these os illating nano-systems
have been studied.
Furthermore, endohedral metallofullerenes have
be ome a very a tive eld of resear h and meanwhile an be produ ed with ease, Shinohara [26℄
gives a good overview. It is possible by x-ray defra tion [28℄ or by ele tron energy-loss spe tro s opy
(EELS) [27℄ to onrm the endohedral nature of metallofullerenes. And they an be en apsulated in arbon nanotubes [11℄ and used to tune the ele troni
properties [14℄. There are many appli ations su h as
using them as in-vivo radiotra ers [2℄ besides their
use in nanotubes and other nanostru tures.
In order to in rease the emitted or dete ted power
an array of ino ulated nanotori is imaginable. These
nano-stru tures tend to phase-lo k, whi h would be
imperative for a olle tive reinfor ement of the signal, a general tenden y of non-linear intera ting osillators, see [13℄.
Hen e, we note that all the basi apabilities are in
pla e to produ e metallofullerene-implanted arbon
nanotubes, examine their su essful onstru tion and
use them in ele troni appli ations.
Tuzun et al. [30℄ suggested that fully dynami and
atomisti al ulations of the ow of bu kyballs inside nanotube stru tures should be employed. There-

Open-ended arbon nanotubes have been found to
form toroidal stru tures [17℄. These spe i stru tures bear striking resemblan e to ele trographi
oils. Two modes of a tion an be thought of: Either the metalli ondu tivity of ertain hiralities
of the nanotorus onguration is exploited dire tly
or fullerenes may be implanted into the torus' inner region [10℄. Alone these fullerenes are hargeneutral, but they may easily be ino ulated with metalls arrying additional harges. Hen eforth, urrents would not a t upon the ele trons in the nanotorus' surfa e but also on the fullerene's surplus
harges. This interplay may lead to very interesting appli ations. We have investigated the me hani al stability of these toroidal systems by mole ular
dynami s simulation [6℄, employing a potential [1℄
well-suited for arbon. This resear h has signi ant
importan e on the frequen y range and quality of
appli ations employing nanotori as tunable ir uits.
We report on the urrent status of our ndings.

1 Introdu tion
First dis overy of torus-like stru tures has probably
been by Liu et al. [17℄, then by Muster et al. [23℄
and Martel et al. [21, 22℄. These purely a idental
dis overies were followed by the dis overy of oiling arbon nanotubes by a id treatment with ultrasound [21℄. Sin e then both experimental and theoreti al [12, 24℄ studies on arbon nanotori have been
employed, with both on ern to magneti [29, 16℄
1

fore, we investigate the me hani al properties of along with the resulting velo ities of the bu kyball
bu kyballs orbiting inside nanotori by mole ular dy- stru ture in the y dire tion.
nami s simulations.
Simulations are subsequently performed for T =
The remainder of the arti le is organised as fol- 10:2 ps to assess the initial stability of the moving
lows: In se tion 2 we explain the numeri al setup bu kyball inside the torus stru ture.
of the nano stru tures. In se tion 3 the performed
experiments are des ribed in detail. We end with a
dis ussion of the ndings in se tion 4.
3 Cal ulations
Our investigations are divided into three parts: First,
we study whether the employed potential is suitable
for the simulation of arbon nanotorus stru ture itself, that is if stru tures are stable and mat h with
experimental onstraints in terms of minimum stable torus' radii. Se ond, we embed a C60 bu kyball inside the toroidal nanotube, driving it by an
initial for ed momentum along the torus' ir umferen e. Therefrom, we determine the me hani al
stability of the system in terms of fri tion and wallbu kyball ollisions. Also the maximum possible velo ity before destru tion of the bu kyball is approximated. Third, we attempt to look beyond the proposed s heme of the metallofullerene os illators in
terms of multi-wall nanotori setups and nanotori embedded in a polyethylene matrix. The latter would
not only make the system more resistible against environmental effe ts, but also keep the tori itself in a
xed position, ne essary for appli ations.

2 Numeri al pro edures
We employ our parallel mole ular dynami s software pa kage TREMOLO [7℄ with empiri al potentials a ording to Brenner [1℄ that has proven suitable for the simulation of ovalently bonded arbon
nanostru tures, and whi h has been used before by
the authors to al ulate the me hani al strength of
nanotubes embedded in polymers, see [5℄ for further details. Note that the atom ount easily ex eeds
100.000 atoms, hen e a fully parallel implementation
is essential for our investigations.
We onstru t single- and double-walled arbon
nanotori by virtually oiling nanotubes on the xy
plane, i. e. by a transformation to a toroidal oordinate system. Note that these nanotori an be dened
by the length l of the initial nanotube and its hiral numbers (n; m), see table 1 where we also give
the initial nanotube's radius r that depends on (n; m)
only. Note that the nanotorus' mean or entral radius
R = 2l an be easily inferred from the given irumferen e l whi h is nothing but the length of the
original nanotube.
The time step width is t = 0:1 fs, initial velo ities vi are zero. The ongurations are equilibrated at standard pressure and temperature. Total
energies are omputed in the NVE ensemble with
onstant parti le number (N), onstant volume (V)
and onstant energy (E). Mole ular dynami s simulations are performed in the NVT ensemble, where
the total energy is not onserved due to the a tion of
a thermostat, keeping a onstant temperature (T).
The embedded C60 bu kyball is initially pla ed
at (R; 0; 0), where R is the radius of the nanotorus.
It is set in motion by an initial for e Fi a ting for
ti = 1:02 fs in the y dire tion, given in table 1(a)

3.1

Nanotorus

First, we investigate the stability of various (16; x)
arbon nanotorus ongurations with regards to van
der Waals-for es and radii. They are onstru ted
without perturbations with a radius of 250Åand subsequently equilibrated for 10:2 ps. During the simulation the mean square displa ement jjx x0 jj2 of
every atom with respe t to its initial position x0 is
measured. This a ts in the following as the entral
quantity for measuring stability.
3.1.1

Stable geometry

Van-der-Waals for es are important for multi-wall
nanotubes, where a sliding inner tube will os illate
only due to the repelling Van-der-Waals for e. It
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Figure 1: Mean Square Displa ement with respe t to initial geometry: Van der Waals-for es play only a
minor role with regards to the overall stability of the torus geometry, see gure 1.1. They are however
essential when onsidering radial perturbations, see gure 1.2.
may easily be swit hed off by disabling the respe tive term in the Brenner potential. Thereby, we may
study the equilibration phase with and without Vander-Waals for es, measure the total mean square displa ement of all atoms omponentwise and hen e the
dependen e of the single-wall nanotorus' stability on
the Van-der-Waals for es. This is depi ted in gure 1. We observe that Van-der-Waals for es are only
signi ant for the radial deformations, given by the
z omponent of the mean square displa ement, see
also similar observations by Ruoff et al. on nanotube
deformations [25℄.

3.2

Nanotorus-

C

60 -os

illators

Having found that nanotorus ongurations with
radii above 100 Å are stable during equilibration,
we ontinue on how the embedded and externally
driven C60 bu kyball intera ts with the toroidal system. We employ the nanotorus geometries given in
table 1. Note we now use a xed nanotorus radius of
 250Å and give os illating frequen ies below with
respe t to this size.
First of all, we look at the for e the bu kyball feels
from the surrounding torus' walls. In gure 3, we
give the total energy of the system with the bu kyball
pla ed at various distan es between the walls. The
radii of ea h onguration was s aled to unity, hen e
the left-hand wall is lo ated at 0 and the right-hand
wall is lo ated at 1. We note that there are in total two
minima at  0:2 and at  0:8, ea h in the vi inity of
either wall and less than the interlayer graphene distan e of 3:34 Å. Also, these are at the same s aled
position, independent of hirality. The height of the
potential barrier in between however differs with hirality and in reases with in reasing nanotube' radius
r. These observations are in a ordan e with theoreti al investigations by Cox et al. [3℄.

Next, we investigate nanotubes ongurations

(16; x) with different lengths. The resulting different
nanotorus' radii range from 10Å up to 325Å. In g-

ure 2 the radial part or z omponent and one tangential, the y omponent, of the mean square displa ement are depi ted. The radial part allows for lear
differentiation between stable and non-stable stru tures. For the (16; 0) geometries we observe stability
above R = 100 Å. A similar threshold an be found
for the (16; 8) geometries.
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2.2: Mean Square radial Displa ement of (16,8) torus

2.1: Mean Square radial Displa ement (16,0) torus

Figure 2: The mean squared displa ement between the initial (ideal) torus onguratiion and later stages
for in reasing torus' radii is shown. As an be seen, diameters below 100 Å are instable and the geometry
breaks apart. Note that this threshold depends on the hiral angle, as studied by Huhtala et al. [12℄.
3.2.1

Kineti s of orbiting

C60

Potential energy [Ht℄

Se ond, we analyse the proles of the dynami s of
an orbiting C60 by looking at the behavior of the kineti energy over time, depi ted in gure 41 . During
10
(16; 0) (16; 8) (16; 16)
the equilibration of 10:2 ps of the toroidal geometry
the embedded bu kyball is propelled by a for e in the
8
y dire tion of varying strength, see table 1(a). Therefrom we may derive upper limits on the possible ve6
lo ity before the bu kyball stru ture fails due to wall
fri tion. We observe that this breakdown o urs at
4
the limit of v = 0:05 Å/fs, or roughly 30 Ghz, for
the (16; 0) geometry, see gure 4.1. The (16; 8) behaves altogether very unstable and does not allow for
2
a free orbiting of the bu kyball, see gure 4.2. One
possible explanation might be that the hiral nature
0
5
10
15
of the (16; 8) onguration introdu es an additional
internal rotation preventing an orbiting path, similar
S aled distan e of C60 to torus' wall
to the heli al stru ture of a gun barrel, stabilizing the
Figure 3: C60 experien es potential minima inside bullet by an additional indu ed rotation. In gure 4.3
nanotube lose to the wall, at distan e less than the we give the velo ity differen e betwen subsequent
timesteps. There are two regimes: If below v , the
interlayer distan e of graphene.
hange in velo ity is in general small. If above v ,
1 Note

that the given kineti energies in the following graphs
were derived from a nite differen e s heme and thus may ontain
irregular peaks.
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(a) Single-Wall NanoTorus

Quantitatively, we observe that these thermal perturbations of the ideal nanotorus ongurations do
(16,0)
24576
not diminish for innite nanotube lengths. In g(16,8)
32256
ure 5.3, the mean square displa ement of the nan(16,16)
24576
otorus with respe t to its initial onguration is again
depi ted for the (16,0) onguration, this time how(b) Double-Wall NanoTori
ever
with logarithmi s aling. We note that the disinner
tube
pla ement does not seem to go to zero for in reasing
(n,m)
l [Å℄
r [Å℄
N
nanotorus radii but to a nite value, presumed depen(16,0) 1089
6.25
16384
dent on the temperature.
(16,8) 1620.69 8.27
32256
However, not only the thermal motion of the nan(16,16) 628.74
10.83 16384
otorus' atoms reate fri tion for the bu kyball, also
outer
tube
the intera tions between the bu kyball and the walls
(n,m)
l [Å℄
r [Å℄
N
themselves generate fri tion. This is probably aused
(32,0) 1089
12.51 32768
by Van-der-Waals for es indu ing a visible kink in
(32,16) 1620.69 16.55 64512
the tube as the bu kyball passes through the tube, de(32,32) 628.74
21.67 32768
pi ted by a snapshot of the simulation in gure 5.2.
This kink is provoked by steady ollisions of the
Table 1: Nanotorus geometries: hiral numbers bu kyball against the nanotorus' wall in the potential
(n; m), mean ir umferen e l, nanotube radius and given above in gure 3. These ollisions themselves
atom ount N
ause more instabilities and may be regarded as fri tion due to loss of momentum that is transfered to the
the velo ity hange is very pronoun ed, espe ially at walls, even in the few-Kelvin temperature ase.
the very beginning. Finally, the fri tional for e may
1:2
be derived from this, see gure 4.4, and we again
rotational
translational
noti e the relatively onstant for e felt for initial ve1
lo ities below the limit v . The fri tion for e seems
in general to be velo ity-dependent, obvious by the
0:8
small de rease over time. Note that above 0:1 Å/fs,
0:6
or 60 Ghz, destru tion of the bu kyball is observed.
Note that in general the quality of the os illating
0:4
loop is severely degraded by fri tion for some velo ities and hiralities. This is in onstrast to the inves0:2
tigations of Cumings et al. [4℄ and onsiderations of
Hilder et al. [10℄ that wall fri tion should in general
0
be negligible. Note that Guo et al. found that fri tion
0
20 40 60 80 100
is only small in the range of a few Kelvin, see [8℄,
time steps [0.1 fs℄
whereas our numeri al experiments are performed at
room temperature.
We want to take a loser qualitative look at this Figure 5: Relative differen e to mean fra tional kiissue. In gure 5.1 a snapshot of the on-going simu- neti energy per arbon atom: Wall fri tion indu es
lation is taken and a lose-up of the bu kyball and the the C60 to rotate around its own axis.
surrounding nanotorus se tion presented. Clearly,
Finally, we analyse the rotational and the transkinks and bu kles are visible in the nanotorus' wall,
triggered by the thermal motion of the atoms at room lational part of the kineti energy of the bu kyball, orbiting inside the nanotorus stru ture. The
temperature.
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5.3: Thermal perturbations at 300K diminish lo ally in absolute strength with
in reasing radius, but do not vanish in the limit of innite radius (i.e. for the
innite nanotube).

translational part is the ve tor sum of the velo ity
of ea h atom the bu kyball onsists of: T trans =
rot = T tot
jj 60
(a) List of initial for es employed to a eli=1 vi jj2 . The rotational part T
trans
T
is the differen e to the total kineti energy erate the bu kyball
T tot as the sum over the norm of ea h atom's veFi [nN℄ vi [a.u.℄ vi [Å/fs℄
lo ity ve tor: T tot = 60
jj
v
jj
.
In
gure
5
this
is
i
2
80.1
0.0019 0.041
i=1
given for the (16,0) onguration with initial velo ity
160.2
0.0037 0.082
of 0:041 Å/fs, or roughly 30 Ghz. The wall ollisions
320.4
0.0075 0.164
obviously ause the bu kyball to rotate internally and
640.8
0.015
0.328
thus to further loose translational momentum.
1602
0.037
0.82

P

P

(b) q = 3e, rtorus
Å/fs, m  720 u
3.2.2

Ele tromagneti

= 2000

Å,v

Frequen y range
Syn hrotron energy
Radio signal strength
Magneti eld strength

properties

We have extrapolated the properties of the proposed
os illating loop or ele trographi nano oil, onsisting of a nanotorus and an endohedral, orbiting C60 ,
from a purely me hani al point of view, see table 1(b). Note that we give a magneti eld strength
with the notion that wall ollisions might be prevented if an external magneti eld would indu e
a Lorentz for e and thus keep the bu kyball on its
orbiting path. The required eld strength would be
quite high, however.

= 0:0019a:u: = 0:004

1-100 ghz
0.1-10 femto joule
10 24 watt
10-100 tesla

Table 2: Applied initial for es Fi at T = 0 ps, resulting velo ities of the bu kyball and an estimation of
possible ele tromagneti properties of the proposed
ele trographi nano oil.
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3.3

polyethylene matrix, where the total system onsists of roughly 2 million atoms. Three snapshots of
the initial, intermediate and nal stage of the equilibration are given in gure 6 along with a snapshot highlighting the presen e of ross-links between
nanotorus and matrix. These are ne essary to prevent transfer of momentum from the orbiting inner
torus. Clearly, radial, thermally indu ed instabilities are greatly pronoun ed in ontrast to the va uum
ase before. Note however, that nanotorus is signifi antly smaller. Hen e, larger radii should be investigated that might display greater wall stability but
also strongly in rease the omputational demand to
ta kle these systems. Nonetheless, the thermal instabilities may ne essitate ooling and thus would hinder industrial mass appli ations.

Multi-wall nanotori

Multi-wall nanotorus may have the advantage over
single-wall tori of greater stability against impa ts of
the orbiting bu kyball, simply due to greater mass.
Even more so be ause the innermost torus may be
used as the orbiter instead of the bu kyball. This
might be a possible solution to the problems found
above, where su essant wall ollisions ause the
bu kyball to slow down rapidly.
Therefore, we simulate a (16,0)(32,0) doublewall nanotorus, see table 1, where the inner torus
was aused to rotate in mu h the same manner as the
bu kyball. We observe that the intera tions between
the tori ause a transfer of momentum to the outer
torus, su h that in the end both rotate at the same
velo ity. This is presumed to be due to the Van-derWaals intera tions but no expli it al ulations have
been made to investigate this issue further.

4 Con lusions
We have investigated arbon nanotori by mole ular
dynami s simulation. We fo used on the implantation of arbon fullerenes to a t as harge vessels 
so- alled metallofullerenes  in the ontext of possible ele tromagneti appli ations, and on the me hani al stability, employing the well-suited Brenner potential. We nd that orbiting bu kyballs are probably
not feasible due to fri tion that is aused by thermal
motion of the nanotorus' wall atoms hindering the
orbiting bu kyball and by nanotorusbu kyball intera tions ausing additional kinks. We have given
a brief outlook on how to over ome these issues in
the ontext of multi-wall arbon nanotori, that enapsulate metal atoms and are themselves embedded
in a polyethylene matrix. However, due to the additional matrix a realisti setup requires an immense
omputational load, whi h would all for multi-s ale
simulation s hemes.

6.1: Double-wall nanotorus, where the inner torus is
for ed to rotate, shows indu ed rotation of the outer
torus by fri tional for es, i.e. due to van der Waalsintera tions between the two tori.

3.3.1

Embedding in

(C2 H4)n

matrix

In order to prevent this indu ed rotation of the outer
torus, the multi-wall nanotorus may be embedded in [1℄ Brenner, D. W. 1990. Physi al Review B 42
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tem in its lo ation on the other hand.
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We perform initial mole ular dynami s simulaStates of Ameri a 96 (9):51825187.
tions on the single-wall nanotorus embedded in a
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6.2: Initial stage

6.3: Intermediate stage

6.4: Final stage

6.5: Cross links highlighted

Figure 6: (16; 0) arbon nanotorus with tube radius 6:25 Å and torus radius 86:66 Å embedded in a polyethylene matrix with rosslinks (in orange on image at lower right) at initial (upper left), intermediate (upper
right) and later stage (lower left).
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